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Let’s try it!

Japan has neglected the problem of gender disparity over 
the past 30 years. It rank low on gender equal. The 
eliminate of gender disparity hasn't progressed much in 
Japan, which recently was ranked 121st among 153 
nations in the World Economic Forum's Global Gender 
Gap Index. How this can be address? Some claim that, for 
example, hashtag activism help women to put your 
problem on the agenda,. 
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Step 2
Click here: 
‘Download PDF 
report

Monitoring: 
before/after 
reports

Step 1



Background 
Grammarly 
perceptions 

Grammarly and 
writing performance 

Grammarly 
limitations

Automated writing 
evaluation (AW)

Noticing & 
Feedback 

Supports teaching 
(O’Neil and Russel, 
2019b)

Positive perceptions by 

students and academic 

learning advisors 

(O’Neill and Russell, 

2019a)

Ventayen & Orlanda-

Ventayen (2018),

Zhang, Ozer, and 

Bayazeed (2020)

Increases in student writing 
performance (Huang et al., 
2020)

Passive structures: effect on 
learning passive structure in 
delayed post-test scores 
larger the effect of teacher
(Qassemzadeh & Soleimani, 
2016)

Students who used 
Grammarly outperformed 
students who received 
instructor’s feedback 
(Ghufron and Rosyida, 2018)

Sporadically incomplete 

or inaccurate error 

flagging (Park, 2019 )

“…an attempt to 
model human essay 
scoring, with its 
assignment of scores 
or grades based upon 
a rubric” (Deane, 
2013)

…
Knowing ‘whys’, 'hows,' and 
'whats' of the feedback helps 
learners improve their writing 
and affect their willingness to 
engage with the feedback (Fuji 
et al. 2016)



Noticing

✓…learners may notice the gap in their IL knowledge in an attempt to
produce the TL, which then prompts them to solve their linguistic 
deficiency in ways that are appropriate in a given context (Izumi, 
2002)

✓… a necessary and sufficient condition for the conversion of input to 
intake (Svalberg, 2007)



✓Information provided by an agent regarding aspects of one’s 
performance or understanding (Hattie & Timperley, 2007)

✓Students can see where they are in terms of progressing towards 
learning goals and how they need to proceed in order to accomplish 
these goals (Parr & Timperley, 2010)

Feedback 



Output, Feedback, Noticing & Uptake

Noticing = 
learning 

Feedback = 
input

Writing task 
/grammar 

task

Learning how to use the tool
Learn how to understand the 
meta-language/feedback 

Grammarly activity: 
Detecting errors 
Immediate extensive 
feedback

Uptake
Ability to recognize errors in 
one’s own writing 



Table 1.
Students’ perceptions about using Grammarly

Likert item

Strongl
y 

disagr
ee

Disagr
ee

Slightl
y 

disagr
ee

Slightl
y 

agree
Agre

e

Stron
gly 

agree

Medi
an 

(IQR)
It's easy for me to understand the feedback
provided by Grammarly. 0% 3% 5% 38% 43% 11% 5(1)
I know how to revise my essay based on the
feedback provided by Grammarly. 0% 0% 3% 30% 54% 14% 5(1)
Grammarly is user-friendly. 0% 0% 0% 16% 62% 22% 5(0)
I think ‘correctness’ (red) alerts are useful. 0% 0% 0% 16% 43% 41% 5(1)
I think ‘engagement’ (green) alerts are useful. 0% 0% 8% 30% 46% 16% 5(1)
n=37 (Adapted from: Lazic et al. (2020))

Previous 
studies/
FWU



Table 2. 

Perceptions (2021)

Likert Item 

Strongly 

disagre

e

Disagree Slightly 

Disagree

Slightly

agree

Agree Strongly 

Agree=6

Media

n 

(IQR)
I know how to revise my essay based
on the feedback provided by
Grammarly

0% 0% 14% 32% 38% 16% 5(1)

It was easy to understand the errors
because the given explanations were
clear

0% 3% 14% 38% 32% 14% 4(1)

Grammarly is user-friendly 0% 3% 0% 22% 41% 35% 5(1)
After using Grammarly for some time, it
is easier to find/identify errors and
weaknesses in writing by myself

0% 11% 27% 38% 16% 8% 4(1)

I used Grammarly outside AW4 class 11% 14% 19% 5% 30% 22% 5(2)
I used Grammarly only when my
instructor asked me to do so

14% 22% 41% 8% 8% 8% 3(1)

When using Grammarly, I read
extended explanations of
errors/feedback highlighted by
Grammarly
n=36

8% 16% 11% 35% 22% 8% 4(2)



Grammarly: AWE tool for improving grammar 

Subject – verb – object

Yuko and Luis is married. 

Word form 

It rank low on gender equality.

Important: 
1) Check students’ skills 

levels!
2) Have some 

understanding on your 
students’ L1 
background/or students 
studying in your 
institution

3) Be aware of Grammarly’s 
limitations



How to start…

Train students how to…

a) use Grammarly

b) recognize Grammarly feedback 

c) understand meta-linguistic feedback 

d) read the extended explanation/notice 

e) recognize when not to change …

Before training your 
students …

✓Choose two or three 
grammar points 

✓Check all material first 
by using Grammarly 

Setting learning 
goals!

Use examples!
Demonstrate



This is how my text looks like. If a word is underlined, it means 
there is a problem, 
Red = correctness or grammar issue

Types of 
errors

a) use Grammarly
b) recognize Grammarly feedback 



Correctness

Grammar 

Punctuation

Spelling  



Clarity 



Engagement



Delivery 



c) Understand meta-linguistic feedback
d) Read the extended explanation/notice 

Example: 

She is studying now in the England. 



When it doesn’t work …

Subject-verb agreement
There are juice, milk, and iced coffee in the fridge.

Pronoun agreement
Mike with his friend celebrated his birthday. 
Mr. Pritchard told his son that his Porsche had a dead battery, a broken 
window, and two flat tires.

Parallelism
Whatever the reason they have, they should consider these three criteria 
when they choose universities: the students' grades, economic matters, 
and if the students can keep going.



Monitoring?

✓Admin panel 

✓Performance report: before and after 



What you can 
do…
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